A general theorem is proved which deduces from a Tauberian condition Ti for a summability method, Tauberian condition Ti for the summability method. Recent results of MeyerKönig and Tietz and of Stieglitz are special cases.
1. Introduction. Let Z«-o a» be an infinite series with sn = Z"=o &*, m2:0, its partial sums; and let F be a sequence-to-sequence summability method. A condition on the sequence {an} (nïzO) is called a Tauberian condition for F if its fulfillment by \an} together with the existence of lim Vs, where j={s"}, implies ZtT=o ^n exists and = lim Vs.
Recently in a series of papers Meyer-König and Tietz [2] 2. Definitions and main results. Let 5 denote the sequence-tosequence transformation transforming the sequence a = {an} (k §£ 0) into the sequence of partial sums of the series Zn=o an, i.e. (Sa)n -Z"=o ak\ and let Co, c and m denote the space of sequences converging to 0, converging and bounded, respectively. We shall deal with linear Tauberian conditions; thus they will be given by a linear operator 7 defined on a subspace of the space of sequences. If a denotes one of the spaces Co, c and m, let (see Then T2 = T\.
Proof. First we prove that V*f~\ßT2QcS. To this end let aE V* r\ßT2, then T2aEß and it follows by (2.2) that B(T2a)Ec. Hence by the regularity of V, F-lim B(T2a) exists. Since aE V* and V is additive, we thus conclude by ( This completes our proof.
We shall derive now the results of Meyer-König and Tietz [4, Sätze 2.1-2.12] from our general theorem. We shall do it briefly and leave the details for the reader.
Let {X"}, {pn} and {qn} be sequences with nonzero entries and denote, for«^0,
. Remark. If, in Theorem 1, Fis assumed to be conservative rather than regular, we can still prove that V*C\ßT2CcS but not that lim Sa = F-lim Sa. In fact this conclusion holds even if we assume V* C\aTiQcSrather than 7i = 7?.
A similar theorem whose proof is left to the reader generalizes [5, Satz 2] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 2. Let V be an additive summability method that transforms Co into Co, and let a and ß be any of Co, c and m. Suppose that Ti satisfies the requirements of Theorem 1, that A and B satisfy (2.8) ßCZcoBC\aA, and that T2 satisfies (2.3). Then T2 = T%.
As an application one may take the operators Ti and T2 given by (2.4) and (2.5) respectively.
Then the following is an immediate consequence of (2.7) and Theorem 2. Remark. In Theorem 2 if F is assumed to transform c0 into c rather than Co we can still prove that V*r\ßT2QcS but not that lim Sa = F-lim Sa. This conclusion holds even if we assume V*(~\aTi Çc5 rather than Ji = Jj*. (where 2-1 = 0). The following are proved exactly as (2.6) and (2.7).
If for {a"}, T2a is defined, then 
A resuit similar to Corollary 1 can also be proved.
As an application take any Fsuch that w1'2 an = o(l) is a Tauberian condition for V; for instance the Borel transform is such a method. by Theorems 3(iii) and 3(i).
Then
As the case Xn=n1/2 shows, it is possible to obtain different Tauberian operators 72 even if we start with the same Ti. We shall give still another Tauberian operator, an operator that was used by us 
